eZee Ultimate

eZee Ultimate
The Most Revolutionary Complete Hospitality
Technology Platform

Zero
Subscription

Least
Investment

Zero
Risk

No Lock-in
Contract

What is eZee Ultimate?
Free Solutions

Cloud Hotel Software

Internet Booking Engine

Digital Feedback System

Channel Manager

Mobile Hotel App

Digital Restaurant Menu

Cloud Restaurant POS

Free Services

Hotel Website with basic
SEO

Online Payment Gateway

Dedicated Account Manager

Facebook and Google
business page

Major OTA Contracting

24X7 Live Technical Support

Manage, streamline and control your hotel operations at no software license fee!

eZee Ultimate

Manage, streamline and control your hotel operations at no software license fee!

eZee Ultimate

Daily Operations summary with eZee Solution from
Reservation to Check-out
Reservations
Walk-in or over the phone reservations for single or group can be done by staff instantly and online bookings are
automatically updated in the system.

Reservation Confirmation
Once the reservation details are entered by the staff, an instant confirmation email is sent to guest or hard copy can
be printed in multiple formats. Automated email confirmation is sent by the system for online bookings received
from website or travel websites.

Housekeeping
Track status of all the rooms in the hotel with eZee Absolute's easy to understand GUI. Track rooms which require
immediate attention and assign task to staff for quick fix pre guest arrival.

Check-in
Upon guest's arrival, the front desk staff can easily check-in the reservation right from the main dashboard. Staff
can use various filters to quickly search the guests in the system by name, group name, email, confirmation no.,
OTA voucher no. Etc.

Group Handling
Easily organize all your reservations for group bookings; apply charges to the main folio or individual reservations.
Assign color codes to specific groups for easy identification and assigning extra charges.

Corporate Clients/Agents
Create special rates and discounts for corporate clients which can be easily assigned to the folio or city ledger
accounts for direct billing to the company.

Extra Charges
Predefined extra charges (inclusions) are automatically added to the room folio and other unforeseen extra charges
can be added manually to the folio.

Check-out
Upon check-out, staff can apply any additional charges to the folio and accept payment in cash or credit.
Furthermore, staff can easily generate a single folio for multiple rooms and split folio for a single room.

Reports
Generate multiple reports types and save them in various formats such as. pdf, .xls, .doc, etc. In addition, special
reports can be generated for corporate clients and agents.

Online Distribution
Website Bookings
eZee Absolute is interfaced with eZee’s Online Booking engine, allowing the system to automatically update all the
bookings received from the website.

Travel Website Bookings
eZee Absolute is interfaced with eZee’s Channel Manager, allowing the system to receive bookings from all the
connected OTAs and GDS channels which are automatically updated in the system.

eZee iFeedback
Create your own survey with customized forms.
Comment section allows your customers to enter personal message or opinion about your product and service.
The feedback forms can be generated in different languages.
Multiple report types can be generated for accurate analysis and better understanding of your customer behavior.
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Enroll with eZee Ultimate

Kick-start the on-boarding

Train you to use the solutions

Start making money

Get in Touch!
Philus Limited
Bangkok Phone

+66 95 641 6456, +66 94 789 7874, +66 21 011 766

Phuket Phone

+66 92 664 2496

Email:

pat@philustechnology.com
marketing@philustechnology.com
www.philustechnology.com

